
 Appendix 9, Item 1 

Email s (6) received from Applicants making comments on draft report and Isle of 
Wight Council Officer’s Responses: 

Email 1: Mr Thorne to Mr Clarke 05/09/17 (14:24): 

Dear Mr Clarke, 

I have today received by mail your letter and enclosures dated 1 September 2017. 

I had started to assemble a list of the factual inaccuracies, protest about a procedure which does 
not allow me to cross examine you or others, and numerous other deficiencies when I realised 
that your report is not in response to our MO application of 4 years ago. I will therefore consider 
it no further. 

Our MO application is solely to do with the length of route on top of the sea wall and not any part 
eastwards of our boundary. The route is currently on top of the sea wall because the Definitive 
Statement says it is. Similarly the route between sea wall and lane is on the shore because the DS 
says it is. If the Council wish to modify the route from shore to village green then it needs to 
follow the MO procedure but I have no necessity to apply to have it moved from a fictitious route 
to where it is already fully recorded as being. 

When you prepare a report in response to our application I will consider it but your current report 
has no relevance and we will not be party to a charade. 

Kind Regards 
Les Thorne  

Offi cer Response: Incorrect.  The second part of the application relates to varying the 
particulars relating to the section east of the applicants’ boundary.  The Definitive 
Statement is silent as to the route of NT46 from the southern end of Castlehaven Lane 
and the eastern end of the sea wall.  It is the applicant’s interpretation that NT46 runs 
along the shore between these two points.   This has been investigated and the draft 
report sets out a conclusion on the evidence. 

Email 2: Mr Thorne to Mr Clarke 06/09/17 (11:03): 

Dear Mr Clarke, 

Thanks for your email. 

I have made no modification order application regarding the route of NT46 east of Beach 
Cottage. 

You are acting improperly and unprofessionally in misrepresenting my application. 

I request confirmation from the Law Society code of conduct controlled person who approved 
your report that it has been checked and is factually correct. 

I am satisfied that the route is on the shore as it has been since it was first recorded. 

Kind Regards 
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Les Thorne  

Offic er Response:  See response above. 

Email 3: Mr Thorne to Mr Clarke 09/09/17 (16:19): 

Dear Mr Clarke, 

Why do you continue to say that I claim the route ran north /south across the village Green when 
that was superseded when I studied the OS current in 1952, saw that the lane ran directly down to 
the shore and sent you a pink shaded plan of the two, lane and shore. 

That is clearly the route of NT46 and it is that alignment which the report needs to state is my 
evidence. 

Not that I accept the draft as being appropriate to my application. 

I have identified many errors but as you are unprepared to correct the fundamental one, that you 
have to rely on the DS to describe the route and not introduce unmentioned features which did not 
exist in 1952, I consider it pointless to identify them. 

Kind Regards 
Les Thorne  

Offi cer Response:  The maps attached to the application form all show NT46 marked 
by the applicant as running north/south across the village green.  The Council has 
never been informed that these maps be withdrawn or the application be amended 
subject to the email of the applicants dated 11 th October 2017 (see below). 

Email 4: Mr Thorne to Mr Clarke 25/09/17 (16:43): 

Dear Mr Clarke, 

Could I remind you that I await your response on who in the legal department approved the 
committee report. 

Regarding Appendix 8, Item 8. I need this previously unmentioned document given some 
context. Is it just an internal council list? Why is it unattributed and undated? - please provide that 
information. Does it purport to show the situation in 1952 except for CB30. 

What authority does it have compared with the Definitive Statement? Has it been verified on 
behalf of the Secretary of State for Transport? 

I will await your advice on this and previous outstanding matters. 

Kind Regards 
Les Thorne  

Offic er Response:  Please refer to paragraph 43 of the Report.  This document was 
produced by the Rights of Way Service in 2017 for the sole purpose of this application 
and to demonstrate that public rights of way recorded on the Definitive Map for the 
Isle of Wight providing beach access are common whereas public footpaths recorded  
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as being along a beach are uncommon and none have been recorded as such in the 
Parish of Niton. 

Email 5: Mr Thorne to Mr Clarke 25/09/17 (21:46) and PS 26/09/17 (10:55) 

Dear Mr Clarke, 

I happened upon these photos and others which were part of my previous MO application. 

These are photos of a laptop screen, the ones you have were far clearer.  

They all support the fact that the shore was both accessible and walkable but the west face of the 
sea wall was not. 

Why are they not all in the current application? 

More will follow.  

Kind Regards  
Les Thorne  

PS Re the photos, you already have better quality ones but most of them are best seen in the IWC 
records in Carisbrooke. 

Offi cer Response: 

Photographs supplied are of very poor quality. The applicants have confirmed that 
this is due to them being photos taken off a computer screen.   It is suggested by the 
applicants that the Council trace the originals or better copies.  The Council is under 
no obligation to do this and it is for the applicants to put evidence to the Council for 
consideration.  If that evidence is of poor quality then this cannot be the fault of the 
Council.  Nevertheless, comments can be made on the photos as follows: 

1. The quality of the image supplied is so poor that it is impossible for the Council to
comment.

2 and 3. The Council has no record of seeing this image before.  The applicants are 
invited to supply a better copy for consideration.  However, from the image available it 
supports other evidence that there was no route which could be reasonably described 
as a public footpath along the shore. 

4. The quality of the image supplied is so poor that it is impossible for the Council to
comment or ascertain whether it holds a better copy.

5. This image was included in the applicants’ 2009 application and was therefore fully
tested during the previous investigations and determinations.   There is insufficient
information in the image to ascertain where NT46 might have existed on the ground.
It does however show that it was taken at a time prior to the mound being eroded on
its seaward side.

6. This is a document provided by the applicants during the 2009 application process.
It is unclear what relevance this has in respect of the current application.    There are
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no photographs or witness evidence to confirm the existence of a ramp.  The 
applicants’ own witness (Mr Eldridge) confirms that there was no ramp. 
 
7.  This is a 1969 aerial image. Its original size is insufficient to clearly identify 
features on the ground.  However, there do appear to be structures on the beach 
(possibly groynes) which may have made walking along the beach impossible.  The 
mound had not suffered erosion by that time and it could be said that the image 
shows a track of some kind around the southern edge of it. 
 
8 and 9. The quality of the image supplied is so poor that it is impossible for the 
Council to comment or ascertain whether it holds a better copy. 
 
10.  This image is from the 1970s again showing the state of the beach in front of the 
sea wall. 
 
11.  and 12.  The Council has no knowledge of seeing these images before.  However, 
they provide no evidence of the route of NT46 from the southern end of Castlehaven 
Lane. 
 
13 and 14.  Both of these images formed part of the 2009 application and 
determinations.  Photograph 13 is from the 1970s and is likely to be an image of the 
western end of the sea wall after it was extended.   Photograph 14 was taken in 2003.  
It cannot be denied that there is high drop from the top of the sea wall to the beach.  
However, this is not a record of the situation in 1950/52 and in any event the height of 
the beach varies considerably.  Evidence has come to light while investigating the 
current application suggesting that NT46 led from a green area at the western end of 
the sea wall and up to the caravan park on land on the seaward side of the mound.   If 
this is the case then NT46 did not drop down to the beach in 1950/52 at all. 
 
Photo 1: 
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Photo 2: 

 

Photo 3: 
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Photo 4: 

 

Photo 5: 
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Photo 6: 

 

Photo 7: 
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Photo 8: 

 

Photo 9: 
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Photo 10: 

 

Photo 11: 
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Photo 12: 

 

Photo 13: 
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Photo 14: 

 

Email 6: Mr Thorne to Mr Clarke 11/10/17 (11:58): 
 
Dear Mr Clarke, 
 
Notwithstanding the content of my previous email I request that the following emails be included 
in the report: 
 
7 July 15.37 
11 July 15.12 
20 July 17.37 
21 July 12.09 
28 July 16.03 
28 July 18.16 
4 August 18.50 
8 August 15.53 
9 August 20.35 
30 August 13.42 
3 September 15.33 
 
Regarding the plan, I have made no application to amend the plan. Everything that we have 
submitted has been with the intention of demonstrating that the route should be along the shore 
line and that, as the original DM is not at a scale that can show precisely where the route is, the 
application was therefore to amend the description in the Definitive Statement. 
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The p[ans 5 and 6 from my application should be replaced by the attached plan. This is wholly 
consistent with the originally submitted plans 5 and 6 as far as the application is concerned as 
their purpose was only ever to demonstrate the difference between the Shore and the Sea Wall. 
The plans were not intended to focus on the point where the route reaches the shore as that was 
not the focus of the application, but in any event we do not agree that the route runs across the 
village green at all. 
 

 

Offi cer Response: 

All of the applicants’ emails received prior to submission of the draft report were 
considered and if appropriate/relevant were dealt with in the report. 

The section of NT46 along the shore to the east of the applicants’ property is a focus 
of their application – it is provided for in the second part of the application “varying 
particulars” 

The revised map bears no resemblance to the route of NT46 as shown on the 1952 
Definitive Map between the southern end of Castlehaven Lane and the western end of 
the sea wall. 
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        Appendix 9, Item 2 
 
NT46 
 
The Modification Order report and the evidence it cites as relevant has to comply with the established 
legal doctrine best known as, 
 
“ That which cannot be prevented cannot be acquired”, 
 
Nothing dating from subsequent to the creation of the Definitive Statement has any bearing on the 
decision and so all such content should be omitted from the report and appendices. 
Once the DS was in place successive landowners have been prevented from obstructing the route. It 
cannot therefore be argued that the fact that the public had access after the DS was in place evidences 
that its content was correct when it was created. 
 
The differences between the Definitive Map and the Definitive Statement were so obvious that it is not 
credible that anyone could have compared the two prior to our doing so around 2006. 
 
IWC have already accepted that the DM relates to the public footpath and the western portion of the DS 
relates to the private path through the caravan site of which Beach Cottage and the Lavatory block in its 
front garden was then part. 
 
Having accepted that the DS is erroneous one cannot rely upon parts of its content to evidence the 
location of the route. 
 
Officer Response: This is in contradiction to the application which seeks to rely on other 
parts of the Definitive Statement as evidence that the route of NT46 from the shore to the 
eastern end of the sea wall is along the shore.  
 
The question that has to be addressed is what should the Definitive Statement have said when it was first 
written? 
 
Officer Response:  Agreed and this is provided for in the draft report. 
 
It is agreed that the route from its eastern end reached the abutment of lane and shore. 
It is agreed that the route from its western end reached the bottom of the coastal slope. 
What now needs to be agreed is how one walked between those two points in 1950. 
 
Our case is that the only route was along the shore as a 4 metre high almost vertical wall face rose from 
the shore to the western end of the sea wall and its upper face which served as a path. IWC have 
accepted this. IWC TO CONFIRM OR OTHERWISE. 
 
Officer Response:  The height of the drop at the western end of the sea wall depended 
entirely on the height of the beach from time to time.   Many photos showing a high drop are 
recent images taken after the western end of the wall was extended in the 1970s and is not 
evidence of the situation in 1952.  The height of the drop from the top of the sea wall to the 
beach may be irrelevant. Evidence shows that this may not have been the route of NT46 in 
1950/52.  Evidence shows that NT46 was along a path in the seaward side of the mound 
leading from a small green area at the western end of the sea wall up to the caravan park.    
 
The alternative view is that a route along the shore was impassable as it was too rocky and slippery and 
obstructed by groynes. Those promoting this view need to explain how it is compatible with all the 
contrary photographic and documentary evidence. How a route whose function is to access a rocky 
shore can possibly be unusable because it is also a rocky shore. And, particularly, how all the fishing 
boats shown in photographs on what is now village green could have been dragged there from the sea if 
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the shore was too rocky to walk on. Why would the boat owners have chosen that particular location? 
 
Officer Response:  The public clearly accessed the shore but evidence shows that the 
condition of the shore was such that it is unlikely to have ever been treated or recorded as a 
public footpath. 
 
All the photographs and documentary evidence that has been provided on this has been omitted from the 
documentation and must be reinstated. 
 
Officer Response:  The applicants need to clearly identify which photographs and 
documentary evidence they believe to have been omitted.  The Council does not consider 
there to be any. 
 
L R Thorne 
2 October 2017 
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Appendix 9, Item 3 
 
NT 46 – a Footpath. 
 
The Applicants' case. 
 
Our application is only in respect of the portion of the route currently described in the Definitive 
Statement (DS) as along the top of the sea wall. 
 
Officer Response:   The Council considers that there are two parts to the application.  The 
seco nd part seeks to vary the particulars relating to the section of footpath from the 
southern end of NT46 to the eastern end of the sea wall. 
 
We have made no application and had seen nothing which raises doubt on the route described 
eastwards. The officers have added to the application the modification of a portion of the route from 
village green to shore, but the DS still, and has always, located this portion of the route on the shore. 
It has never been modified to any other location. Presumably, this misrepresentation is intended to 
conceal that they overlooked the shore route when they had coastal protection boulders installed. 
The Definitive Statement is definitive evidence of the position of a route and only finding new 
evidence or an error can justify the position being changed. This whole application concerns 
position so the DS has to be at the forefront of this documentation and not hidden away in a mass 
of appendices only available on request. The DS records that NT46 goes from road to shore to top 
of sea wall, a continuous route that existed in 1950. That DS has never been changed, never been 
subject to a diversion order and that portion never until now been the subject of a modification 
order application. The route therefore remains on the shore as it has done for 57 years. Officers can 
identify no errors or new evidence or process that has ever affected the shore route. Officers refuse 
to respond as to how or when describing the route as being on the village green became true. 
Additionally and contradictorily, they introduce a previously unheard of document which they now 
rely on to show that the route did not go along the shore. But this document clearly states that the 
route terminates at the shore. As this document is considered to have sufficient authority to 
establish the location of the route, as its inclusion by officers evidences, then its content proves that 
the route goes no further than the shore. The Officer's insertion of this part of the route in our 
application is dishonest and misrepresents the facts. Apart from this undated document the evidence 
is that the route currently remains on the shore, albeit severed from the road by the failure to 
consider NT46 when installing coastal protection; specifically by a small area of lower boulders 
which provide no coastal protection. 
 
Officer Response:  The Council is not seeking to modify the portion of NT46 heading 
eastwards.  The second part of the application seeks to amend the particulars relating to 
that portion “thereby complying with the alignment shown on the definitive maps”.  This 
part of the application has been investigated and a conclusion reached, as outlined in the 
report. 
 
The appendices will be made available to all members of the committee prior to the 
committee meeting and to all interested persons.  It is incorrect to say that they are only 
available on request. 
 
The Definitive Statement does not record NT46 as running along the shore between the 
southern end of Castlehaven Lane to the eastern end of the sea wall.  The Definitive 
Statement is silent as to the route taken between those two points. 
 
NT46 does provide access to the shore but it does not automatically follow that it then 
continued along the shore.  This is the applicant’s interpretation.   The matter has been 
addressed in the report and a conclusion reached based on the evidence. 
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Our case therefore is limited to the portion of NT46 currently recorded in the Definitive Statement 
(the document which defines position) as being on top of the sea wall. 
 
Officer Response: Incorrect, as stated above the Council considers that there is a second 
part  to the application.     
 
Around 1950 two members of the Parish Council, a postman and a shopkeeper, were given the task 
of recording all the historic byways, bridleways and footpaths in their spare time. An onerous task 
in view of the many complex routes in the area needing their consideration. 
First they had to create a map; what became the Definitive Map (DM) which evidences the 
existence of a route, then they had to survey each route and record its condition and position; what 
became the Definitive Statement which evidences the position of the route. 
On completion they were required to exhibit both sets of documents to the public and hold a public 
meeting  to check the accuracy of the documents. Parish Council Minutes record postponements of 
that checking process as the documents were not ready, indeed there is no record of it ever having 
taken place. 
Be that as it may, the absence of any checking is evidenced by the fact that the Definitive Map and 
Definitive Statement for NT46 record two different routes to two different westerly destinations; an 
obvious and fundamental error which nobody noticed until we received the two documents on our 
purchase of Beach Cottage (including the sea wall) in 2006. Wrong for 56 years and unnoticed. 
 
Officer Response:  This was dealt with in the first (2009) application.  No new evidence has 
been supplied since the decision of the Council and the Planning Inspectorate. 
 
It therefore became the Council's duty to correct the errors in documents so that there was no 
contradiction and so that they both recorded the same route to the same destination. 
The purpose of NT46, which loops from the end of NT38 to a point only 35 yards along NT38 
westwards, can only have been to provide public access to the harbour to the east and the shore to 
the west. The contested sea wall route lies between these destinations. 
 
Officer Response:  The determination of the first application provides authority that both 
the Definitive Map and Statement confirm the route of NT46 as along the top of the sea wall. 
 
We investigated all available documentation and spoke to the very few local people old enough to 
recall 1950. We submitted a Modification Order Application to change the Definitive Statement to 
the route position it should have described in 1950. This was considered by IWC in April 2011. 
 
The Council committee agreed that the two routes had separated, that the DM route was NT46 and 
the DS route was the private path through Beach Cottage and its tea room gardens, caravan site and 
lavatory block. The task therefore was to agree on where the paths separated. 
 
IWC agreed to delete the northerly route from the westerly end of the top of the sea wall from the 
DS but decided that this was the point of separation despite accepting that the shore route 
immediately west of this point was 4 metres (13 ft 4 ins) lower with an almost vertical wall between 
the two. They suggested that there might have been steps which nobody had ever mentioned. 
We protested and pointed out that the only point at which the two routes met at the same ground 
level was on the shore immediately to the eastern end of the sea wall. We asserted that the only 
passable route between the shores to east and west of the sea wall was the shore to the south of it. 
This was rejected on the grounds that we had provided no evidence of a footpath on the shore (nor 
are there on other shore routes), that this part of the shore was uniquely rocky and obstructed by 
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groynes and that we had provided no documentary evidence that there were not steps or some other 
means of scaling the 4 metre drop between top of sea wall and shore. 
 
Officer Response:  The height of the drop from the top of the sea wall to the shore varies 
cons iderably due to the height of beach material.    There is no evidence to show that there 
was a 4 metre drop in 1952.   Many of the photographs of a high drop are in recent times 
and after the sea wall was extended in the 1970s and are not therefore a reflection on what 
existed in 1950/52.  Further, evidence obtained during the current application suggests that 
a path from the top of the sea wall in the side of the mound representing NT46 still existed 
in 1950s. 
 
Then, realising that prior to the coastal protection team's 2003 contract, record photographs would 
have been taken, we requested copies and were provided with those held on file in the offices the  
department shared with the RoW team. These clearly showed a blank unscaleable wall 
approximately 4 metres high on the route decided by IWC and that the shore which they had 
claimed to be impassable was sandy and flat with few obstructions; far easier than the shore being 
accessed westwards or the well used route east of the harbour to the beach. In truth every tide 
affects the shore, a calm sea moves sand and shingle but a rough sea moves large stones; rough is 
pretty common at Castlehaven. Why would anyone have built a path and, if they had, how long 
would it survive the power of the sea? 
 
Officer Response: These photographs were taken immediately before the placement of 
coastal protection rocks in 2004 and are not evidence of what existed in 1952.   The western 
end of the sea wall in these photographs did not exist at all in 1952. 
 
We decided to appeal on the grounds that the only passable route had been on the shore. 
Unfortunately the Inspector failed to visit the island, admitted to not understanding parts of the 
application, complained that photographs provided by the Council were illegible but nevertheless 
dismissed the appeal on the grounds that the fact that the sea wall route had become a cul de sac did 
not justify its deletion. In other words, she had not understood the issue and considered a different, 
fictitious one. Perhaps she realised this because, unusually, she invited a further appeal. The route to 
which is a MO application. This Appeal decision provides no support to the Council's 2011 decision. 
 
Officer Response:  These are matters that could have been raised on a challenge to the 
Planning Inspectorate’s decision.  In the absence of such a challenge the decision is good 
in confirming that the 2011 decision was correctly made by the Council. 
 
Despite agreeing to amend the DS over 6 years ago we have never received the proposed rewording, 
despite requests. In response to the Planning Inspector's invitation we submitted a Modification 
Order Application in 2013, the application now being considered. But it has much developed over 
the intervening 4 years by matters such as events on the ground, new information having come to 
light and  higher consideration being required to the privacy and security of residents. 
 
Officer Response:  Noted. However matters such as privacy and security are not matters 
that  are required to be considered in this process. 
 
Regarding events on the ground. 
The westerly end of NT46 was obstructed by development by the then owner of the caravan site 
involving retaining walls and plateaus large enough for longer caravans in the 1970s – the 
requirement to seek authority from the Secretary of State for Transport for a temporary closure 
order did not occur until over 35 years later when the Council falsely claimed erosion as the reason. 
 
The installation of coastal protection in 2004 obstructed the route to the west but authority was not 
sought until years later. 
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Similarly, the route to the east was obstructed but still the Council have not informed the authorities. 
 
These matters are currently before the Secretary of State for Transport's representatives. 
 
The storm of February 2014 resulted in the closure of the route on top of the sea wall. The 
settlement of the coastal protection boulders to a height lower than the top of the sea wall focuses 
waves onto the top lip of the wall. Strong waves ripped out large stones, the top surface of which 
was the surface of the path. 
A sea wall route requires wall repair and raising the height of coastal protection plus addressing the 
obstruction of the route by coastal protection in 4 locations. A shore route avoids wall repair and 
reduces the coastal protection problems to the 2 easily resolved ones. 
 
Officer Response:  These matters have no bearing on determination of the application. 
 
New Information. 
We have continued to undertake research and we have thanked the Parish Council for having 
displayed notices locally seeking information, notices displayed for over a year in Norris' store to 
capture annual visitors' information. 
 
Inevitably, 67 years after the event, there are few remaining who were then old enough to take 
notice who now have a clear recollection and there is much contradiction between witness 
statements and much overturned by conclusive documentary evidence. But the process has revealed 
compelling evidence of many people enjoying a stony shore and many others enjoying the tea room 
gardens at top of sea wall level but none of anyone scaling the high wall which separated the two. 
Some say that small boys very occasionally scrambled down this wall but nobody mentions scaling 
up it. The photographs confirm that the shores are stony and have groynes but none more stony than 
others and none of the groynes are impassable; one can hardly say that a stony shore prevents 
access to a stony shore. Every tide changes the shore. The witnesses who in 2011 testified to a 
virtually level route between top of sea wall and shore, “never more than two feet”, appear to have 
withdrawn. 
 
Officer Response:  It is not being suggested that people didn’t venture onto a rocky shore.  
The conclusion reached is that such was the condition of the shore (large rocks and 
groynes) it is unlikely that this would have been considered to be a public right of way on 
foot and recorded as such.  The 1940s photographs show what conditions were like along 
the beach.  It is improbable a parish surveyor would have identified a public footpath here 
and would probably have regarded the beach as open to everyone in any event - this is, and 
no doubt was then, a commonly held belief. 
 
Privacy and Security. 
The top of the sea wall is part of our garden and affords views into our home. Particularly at night 
when it is pitch dark, having someone appear there is very disconcerting. Police records should 
record over 60 acts of criminal damage, including the total removal of our lawful boundary fence 
overnight whilst we slept. Recognising that the top of the sea wall, whilst well used over many 
years, could never have been the NT46 route westwards will enable us to replace the constantly 
vandalised and repaired boundary with something more attractive such as a stone wall. 
 
Officer Response:  These matters have no bearing on determination of this application. 
 
What is under consideration is not whether people long accessed the top of the sea wall but where 
the route should have originally been positioned in 1950. So  nothing that has occurred since then is 
relevant. There is nothing to favour the top of sea wall route other than the complete error of the 
original Definitive Statement. Whilst accepting that both shore and top of sea wall were then 
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popular locations what is at issue is whether there was a footpath between them. We believe that the 
evidence proves that there was nothing which approaches the standard of a public footpath at the 
western end of the sea wall. Public access to the top of the sea wall was from north or east only and 
so it could not possibly have been part of the east/west route of Public Footpath NT46. 
 
We request that the length of route whose position was corrected in the 2011 modification order 
decision be extended eastwards to the shore south west of what has since become village green. 
 
Officer Response:  The draft report concludes these points. 
 
LR & LE Thorne 
 
September 2017. 
 
� This was written prior to studying Appendix 8, Item 8 and understanding its significance. 
The Council have accepted that NT46 terminates on the shore for some undisclosed time. Their 
whole case since 2006 has been fabricated and false. Perhaps this needs pursuing in advance of 
other matters and being concerned on how to incorporate it into our case. 
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       Appendix 9, Item 4 
 
 
NT46 – a Footpath. 
 
Init ial Comments on Council's draft report and Appendices. 
 
Surely the original Definitive Map and Definitive Statement should be at the forefront of these 
documents, particularly the latter as it evidences route position; the issue under consideration. 
 
Offi cer Response: Noted, the order of the documents in Appendix 2 will be changed and it 
now also includes a copy of the Definitive Statement. 
 
It is not possible from the documents to discern the line of argument which supports modification or to 
identify which documents carry weight and which are extraneous. Rather than present a compact, 
straightforward, digestible case the aim seems to be to confuse and bury recipients under a mass of 
paper. Also, clarity is reduced by so much background still being undecided. Eg. Where is the draft DS 
since 2011? In circumstances where the Land Registry amend title plans to include land up to the new 
MHWM does the Crown document apply? When the MHWM moves outwards alongside a village green 
does the village green get bigger; 2 different answers from IWC. Have 2011 interviewees withdrawn 
their evidence? How does IWC intend to regularise the situation with D of Transport? Also, confusion 
created by inaccurate statements eg. Parish Council owned no land on the route until 70/80s, it was 
owned privately by one of two locals who disagreed. 
 
Offi cer Response:  The Report and Appendices are evidence of a thorough investigation of 
the application and all associated matters that need to be considered in order to determine 
the application and are written and presented in a clear and methodical manner.     
 
Paragraph 7 of the Report confirms in clear terms how the Definitive Statement will be 
amended by way of modification order on the next review of the Definitive Map in 
accordance with the decision of 28 th February 2011 in respect of the applicants’ 2009 
appl ication.  This is reiterated by the inclusion of paragraph 8 of the Report.  Accordingly, 
there is no uncertainty or reduced clarity. 
 
The comments which relate to the doctrine of accretion and diluvion and its effect on Land 
Registry Titles, Crown Land and the size of the Village Green have no bearing on 
determination of this application. 
 
The Council has not been notified of any withdraw of witness evidence forming part of the 
report in respect of the 2011 decision on the applicants’ 2009 application.  There is no 
requirement to re-examine that evidence as it was fully tested not only during the 2009-11 
process/decision but also by the Planning Inspectorate following the applicants’ 
subsequent appeal against the decision. 
 
The Department of Transport has no involvement with matters associated with modifying 
the definitive map and statement in accordance with section 53 of the Wildlife and 
Countryside Act 1981. 
 
Any reference to the Parish Council owning the village green prior to 1981 does not affect 
determination of this application. 
 
Is it intended that the committee will visit the site to gain an understanding of a very complex 
topography?  
  
Off icer Response:  This will be for the Chairman of the Committee to decide. 
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1) Are all the documents listed in Apx 1.1 included &, if so, why dispersed. 
 
Offi cer Response:  Documents listed 2-9 in the application are included in Appendix 6 
(applicants’ evidence) Items 2-9 and are not dispersed.   However, documents 1-9 of 
Appendix 6 will be moved to Appendix 1 to identify which documents were lodged with the 
application as listed therein.  Paragraph 30 of the Report deals with item 1 of the application.  
 
2) Documents should be the original DM & DS not specially produced baseless and biased ones 
such as Apx 2,2.   
 
Offi cer Response:  The Definitive Map and Statement 1952 and the Definitive Map 2000 now 
appear as Items 2, 3, 4 and 5 of Appendix 2.  However, Appendix 2, Item 2 is not baseless or 
biased and remains in Appendix 2 (now as item 6).  It reflects the route of NT46 as per the 
Definitive Map.  

 
3) Apx 2.3 photos 2,3,4,5 & 6 all show incorrect route alignment, ie different from the DS.  
 
Off icer Response: The photographs provide an indication of the route of NT46 in 
accordance with the Definitive Map and Statement.  
 
4) Apx 2,4 IWC previously accepted that the DM is at too small a scale (1 to 10560) to show 
alignment of the route.   
 
Offi cer Response: Paragraph 48 of the Report acknowledges this. 
 
5) Apx 2,5 shows no long straight line depicting a route along a narrow  sea wall.  
 
Offi cer Response:  Paragraph 6 of the report confirms that there have been no legal 
changes to NT46 since the 1952 Definitive Map, subject to the committee meeting decision 
dated 28 th February 2011.  Accordingly, the 1952 Definitive Map overrides the 2000 Map.  
 
6) Apx 5.1 The Definitive Statement is conclusive proof of position. This gets ignored throughout.   
 
Off icer Response:  This is dealt with in Appendix 5 – Item 1.  The legal provisions and tests 
set out in paragraphs 16-25 of the report and Appendix 5 have been applied in reaching the 
determination at paragraphs 54 – 57 of the Report. 
 
7) Apx 6.2 Photographs require dates and locations. Photo 5 shows an easily walkable shore where 
witnesses have said it was impassable. 
 
Offi cer Response:  These are the photographs referred to the in the application (item 2).   
Paragraph 26 confirms they were taken in 2004.  They do not show an easily walkable shore 
due to the presence of large rocks and groynes. 
  
8) Apx 6.3 & 6.4 Illegible.  
 
Offi cer Response: These are documents that the applicants submitted with their application 
as supporting evidence.  
 
9) Apx 6.10 Photo 3 is illegible. Photos 9 & 10 show the road to shore route becoming blocked by 
groynes but access looks possible slightly to west.  
 
Off icer Response: The quality of photo 3 at Appendix 6, Item 10 is the best that it available.  
The applicants can, if they wish, attempt to obtain a better copy from their witness (Mr 
Eldridge).  Photos 9 and 10:  These photos are from the 1980s and do not therefore confirm 
the situation in 1952 but nonetheless generally support the view that there has never been a 
walkable route along the shore due to large rocks and groynes.   
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10) Apx 6.13 Exaggerates the period that Mr White has known Castlehaven. End of page 3 Mr 
White states that the sea wall is public land. Many have said this and it has coloured their judgement and 
evidence. Page 138 Mr White admits to repeatedly removing a gate that all interviewees except Mr 
Eldridge deny ever existed. He says that all the members of the Harbour Club repeatedly removed it too. 
 
Offi cer Response:  The sea wall is in private ownership but with a public right of way along 
it on foot.   With reference to the gate this is dealt with a paragraph 46 of the Report. 
 
11) Apx 7.1.Claims a 4 to 6 foot drop to the beach. As the MHWM is close alongside the wall and 
can be used as a contour line for where the land is level with the surface of the sea at MHW the proven 
figure based on historic sea levels is 4 metres, as the IWC accepted in 2011. 
 
Off icer Response: The drop from the top of the sea wall to the beach has always varied 
considerably depending on the height at which beach material (generally large rocks in this 
case) are deposited onto the beach by the sea.   Please see Officer Response to comment 
14 below. 
 
12) Apx 7.2. The outfall of the stream was west of the end of the sea wall until 1970 when the wall 
was extended.  
 
Offi cer Response:  Water from the stream would have ended up on the shore and the point 
made by the witness at Appendix 7, Item 2 is that this is one of the reasons why walking 
along the beach was not possible. 
 
13) Apx 7.3. “Small boys scramble down”. - dangerous but not impossible. But how can that be a 
public footpath when a few missing stones render a route unusable?   
 
Offi cer response: Scrambling down to the beach at that time may not have been use of 
NT46.  NT46 is likely to have existed in 1952 along a path on land leading from the small 
green area at the western end of the sea wall up to the caravan park.   With regard to the 
point regarding missing stones, it is presumed that this is reference to the current 
temporary closure of NT46 along the sea wall due to storm damage in 2014.  The applicants 
have previously stated that the damage was considerably more than a few missing 
stones.  Extract of Mr Thorne’s email of 15 th February 2014 “Overnight the sea removed 
por tions of the top of the sea wall such that public access is dangerous”; and 23 rd January 
2015 “ I have no plans to restore the sea wall. The settlement of the revetments has focused 
the full force of storm waves onto its uppermost courses. Until the revetments are raised to 
their original height restoring the wall would be futile”.    Possible repairs to the sea wall by 
the Council in order to make it safe for public use are on hold pending determination of this 
application. 
 
14)  Apx 7.4. Shore looks no worse than others, certainly less dangerous than a 4 metre wall and 
easier than the current well used route to the beach east of the harbour steps. See also 4 pages 
identifying location of photographs and annotating 3 of them.  [at foot of this document] 
 
Offi cer Response:  There is evidence in numerous photographs showing the shore 
comprising of large rocks and groynes which are not characteristics of a public footpath.   
As mentioned above the height of the drop from the top of the sea wall to the beach varies 
considerably depending on the height of the beach and any drop to the beach which existed 
in 1950/52 may not have been the route of NT46 at that time in any event.  Note to 
photograph 7: This is not agreed.  The groynes would clearly obstruct any person 
attempting to walk along the beach (parallel with the sea wall) over large rocks.  Note to 
Photographs 8 and 9: The height of the drop from the top of the sea wall to the beach may 
be irrelevant. Evidence shows that this may not have the route of NT46 at the time of those 
photos.  Evidence shows that NT46 was along a path from the small green area at the 
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western end of the sea wall up to the caravan park.   Photograph 8 does show that there 
was land in the side of the mound capable of being walked along.  Map 1: The numbers 
marked on this map appear to confirm the approximate positions of where the 
corresponding photographs in Appendix 7, Item 4 were taken from.  Maps 2 and 3: The route 
shown does not reflect what is recorded on the Definitive Map.  They reflect the applicants’ 
opinion (with no supporting evidence) that the route of NT46 was along the shore.  See 
paragraph 44 of the Report.  Map 4:  This map is misleading as it suggests that the Council 
at the Committee Meeting in 2011 (when the applicants’ 2009 application was determined) 
confirmed that the route of NT46 was along the shore between the end of Castlehaven Lane 
and the eastern end of the Sea Wall.  The Council has never confirmed or believed this to be 
the case.  Map 5:  This map bears no resemblance to the 1952 Definitive Map (enlarged 
version at Appendix 8, Item 2).  Map 5:  No coastal protection rocks fronting the sea wall 
and village green obstruct NT46.   The coastal protection rocks and any other obstructions 
that may exist on the coastal slope up to the caravan park are not relevant to this 
application.     The Definitive Statement does not record NT46 as running along the beach.   
This is fully and clearly dealt with in paragraph 44 of the Report.  Map 6:  This map bears no 
resemblance to the 1952 Definitive Map in so far as the section of NT46 from the end of 
Castlehaven Lane to the western end of the sea wall is concerned.  The1952 Definitive Map 
cannot be totally ignored in this process – the surveyors in 1950 were required to mark on 
the map the route of the path being surveyed and procedures followed for hearing and 
determining objections at both the draft and provisional stages before the Map became 
definitive.   Map 6 prepared by the applicants show the section of NT46 heading down 
Castlehaven Lane ending much further east than what is shown on the Definitive Map.  The 
section of NT46 drawn by the applicants on the shore in front of the green and Beach 
Cottage bears no resemblance to the 1952 Definitive Map which shows the drawn line much 
further north. 
 
15) Apx 7.5. Unsubstantiated and vaguely located claims of trespass must be removed. Not 
appropriate in this forum. Interestingly, similar accusations made to other neighbour.   
 
Offi cer Response: The notes of the meeting with Mr Rodley record his recollections.  The 
meeting note was sent to Mr Rodley for approval prior to it being included in the draft 
Report.  It is confirmed that this process will not consider or address any issues 
surrounding any alleged trespass, although the Council does not consider that the meeting 
note makes any clear claims of such in any event.  
 
16) Apx 8.2. This is not the 1946 OS map current at the time. It looks like the 1939 OS map. It 
shows the road and shore meeting but no sea wall.    
 
Offi cer Response:  Appendix 8, Item 2 is an enlarged version of the 1952 Definitive Map. 
 
17) Apx 8.4. This whole series of red lined documents looks to be fake. How can a vague line on a 
map be converted into a precise line objectively? Anyway, 8,4 is the only map showing the route up the 
coastal slope but to position the red line on the sea wall, as the officer required, he has had to place it 
north of the coastal slope path. Correct positioning on the coastal slope path places the route south of the 
sea wall and on the shore. The red lines bear no relationship to the conclusive positions of the route 
described in the DS nor to alignments on the ground.   
 
Offi cer Response:  Please refer to paragraph 48 regarding the red lines on the maps.  With 
regard to the red line on the map at Appendix 8, Item 4 this is a 1908 map showing a path 
between the caravan park and the top of the sea wall (western end).  While it may have been 
possible to alter the GIS properties of the red line so that it followed this path this would 
have been misleading and inaccurate as to an indication of legal line of the path in 1952 
(which is what that red line represents).  The red line on all maps is identical in terms of its 
GIS data i.e. route/positon.  It has not been altered on each map to suit the features shown 
on each map.    There is likely to have been erosion between the time of the survey for the 
1908 map and the 1952 Definitive Map and this is why the path would appear to have moved 
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inland by that time i.e. north of the path shown on the 1908 map. 
 
18) Apx 8.5, Is partly illegible and, like much of the rest, nowhere is the reason for its inclusion 
explained and the point being made, if any, clarified. I note that the planning permission for the caravan 
site expired in 1981, where is the current permission document and is it too temporary?   
 
Offi cer Response:  Please refer to paragraph 40 of the Report.  The copies are the best 
available due to only being held on microfiche.    Whether or not there is current planning 
permission for the caravan site is irrelevant to this application.  
 
19) Apx 8.8. A document whose existence was previously not revealed which, like the photographs 
withheld in 2011, wholly supports our case. IWC must send us every secret document relevant to NT46. 
This document is presented by IWC as conclusive evidence on the route of NT46. It clearly shows that 
at the time it was produced the Council accepted that NT46 terminated on the shore. This accords with 
the signboard and IWC statements from over 10 years ago. They need to explain why they have since 
claimed otherwise.  
 
Off icer Response:  Please refer to paragraph 43 of the Report.  This document was 
produced by the Rights of Way Service in 2017 for the sole purpose of this application and 
to demonstrate that public rights of way recorded on the Definitive Map for the Isle of Wight 
providing beach access are common whereas public footpaths recorded as being along a 
beach are uncommon and none have been recorded as such in the Parish of Niton.  
 
20) Apx 8.9. Why has much of this been included when the replies to enquiries are missing?   
 
Offi cer Response:  There is no Item 9 in Appendix 8.  
 
       L R Thorne 
 
       18 September 2017. 
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  Appendix 9, Item 6 
 
Officer Response to Comments of Shoosmiths dated 4th October 2017 
 
1.1  There are two parts to the applicants’ claim.   The first part relates to deleting the section 
of NT46 from along the top of the sea wall from the Definitive Statement.    However, the 
2009 application which concerned deletion of NT46 from along the sea wall was rejected, a 
decision upheld by the Planning Inspectorate.  This provided confirmation that the Definitive 
Map and Statement records NT46 as running along the top of the sea wall.   Therefore, it 
cannot now be the case that the Definitive Statement be amended without affecting the 
Definitive Map.  Further, the Definitive Map and Statement are so intrinsically connected that 
it is not possible to determine an application in respect of one without reference to the other. 
Likewise if an application is made to delete a section of path from the Statement (and/or 
Map) it is impossible to determine such an application without also considering the 
remainder of the path, how it connects to the section being deleted and the routes leading to 
it.   Accordingly, by applying to delete NT46 from the Definitive Statement the application has 
to be treated as also deleting it from the Definitive Map.   The applicant also caused 
ambiguity by completing the section of the application form relating to “deletions”.   What has 
been applied for should have been set out in the “varying the particulars” section, although 
the comments made above would have applied equally to that as well.   The second part of 
the applicants’ claims is set out under the “varying particulars” section.   It seeks to amend 
the Definitive Statement by providing that the route of NT46 runs along the shore from the 
southern end of Castlehaven Lane heading west for approximately 35 metres.    Despite this 
second part to the application, the applicants now contend that the Council, by investigating 
and determining this part of the application, are seeking to modify the Definitive Map and 
Statement on its own volition.   The applicants contend that this second part of their 
application does not need to investigated or determined as there is no argument that the 
Definitive Map and Statement record NT46 as being along the shore.    No supporting 
evidence has been provided to support this claim.    Reliance is wholly on the Definitive 
Statement and that it describes NT46 “to shore”.  The Definitive Statement does not state 
that NT46 is along the shore.  This Statement is silent with regard to the section of NT46 
from the end of Castlehaven Lane to eastern end of the sea wall.   The applicants assume 
that this silence amounts to fact that the route was along the shore.  This is an assumption.  
An assumption made with no evidence to support it.    Conversely evidence which is 
available shows clearly that there was no path on the shore.    
 
1.2  The annotated site map is a reflection of the Definitive Map.   Point B is a fair reflection 
of the 1952 Definitive Map.   The 1952 Definitive Map does not show NT46 reaching the 
shore line.   It can be clearly seen on the 1952 Definitive Map that NT46 turns west before 
reaching the actual shore line. 
 
1.3  See 1.2 above. 
 
1.4  This should have been made very clear in the application.  Nevertheless, the report will 
be amended accordingly. 
 
2.1   The report directs the committee to all Legal Background contained in Appendix 5.  This 
includes paragraphs 4.30 -4.35 of the Rights of Way Circular relating to deletions.  Please be 
aware that neither the Rights of Way Circular nor the Planning Inspectorate Consistency 
Guidelines provide specific paragraphs regarding “any other particulars … require 
modification” so there has been no intention only to refer to “deletions”.  For the reasons set 
out in paragraph 1.1 above the application does relate to “deletions” in any event.  
Paragraph 18 of the Report confirms that the standard of proof when considering evidence 
for modifying the definitive map and statement is the balance of probability and this is the 
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test applied in this matter.  Paragraph 17 of the Legal Background deals with “any other 
particulars” provision. 
 
2.2    Paragraphs 54 to 57 of the Report have been amended for the purposes of clarity only. 
 
2.3   Not agreed, the report (specifically paragraphs 44-53) provides a full analysis of the 
evidence based on the principles in Norfolk. 
 
3.1  Not agreed, the report provides a detailed and full assessment of the evidence. 
 
3.2  Not agreed, all evidence has been considered in reaching the conclusions in the draft 
report. 
 
3.3  For clarity the report will be amended to confirm that the witness evidence mentioned 
was post 1952. 
 
3.4  The specific evidence that is considered not to have been investigated should be 
identified and provided.   A list together with legible hard copies must be provided by the 
applicant. 
 
3.5  See comment at 3.3 above. 
 
3.6  Please refer to paragraph 43 of the Report.  This document was produced by the Rights 
of Way Service in 2017 for the sole purpose of this application and to demonstrate that 
public rights of way recorded on the Definitive Map for the Isle of Wight providing beach 
access are common whereas public footpaths recorded as being along a beach are 
uncommon and none have been recorded as such in the Parish of Niton. 
 
3.7  It is not clear what point is being made here.  The Definitive Statement does use the 
word “shore” and the definition of this term provided by the applicant is not refuted.  
 
3.8  Witness and documentary evidence shows (on the balance of probability) that in 
1950/52 NT46 led from a green area at the western end of the sea wall along land in the 
southern side of the mound and did not drop down to the beach at that time.   The height of 
the drop from the top of the sea wall to the beach is therefore irrelevant. 
 
3.9  Not agreed.   The witness and photographic evidence provide that the beach was in a 
condition which could not reasonably be considered to be a public footpath.  There were 
large rocks and groynes obstructing such a route.  The 1940s photographs show what 
conditions were like along the beach.  It is improbable a parish surveyor would have 
identified a public footpath here and would probably have regarded the beach as open to 
everyone in any event - this is, and no doubt was then, a commonly held belief. 
 
3.10  It is a relevant fact as it is evidence of the public exercising a public right of way. 
 
4.1. The application is supported by a number of documents and in turn the Council’s 
investigations produced a number of relevant documents.  The Council considers the draft 
Report to be the best and clearest way of producing the relevant documents in a form that 
the committee can cross refer whilst reading the substantive Report. 
 
4.1.1 Documents listed 2-9 in the application are included in Appendix 6 (applicants’ 
evidence) Items 2-9 and are not dispersed.   However, documents 1-9 of Appendix 6 will be 
moved to Appendix 1 to identify which documents were lodged with the application as listed 
therein.   Item 1 of the application is dealt with at paragraph 30 of the Report. 
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4.1.2  This will be clarified in a revised report but the Council maintains that the documents 
are a fair reflection of the Definitive Map. 
 
4.1.3  Appendix 6 is the applicants’ evidence.  If they require clear copies with dates and 
locations then they should provide this. 
 
4.1.4  This will be clarified in a revised report but the Council maintains that the documents 
are a fair reflection of the Definitive Map. 
 
5.1  The draft report is considered to provide a full and balanced investigation and 
conclusion but will be revised as mentioned above for clarification only. 
 
5.2  The evidence is far from clear that NT46 was along the shore in front of Beach Cottage.  
The “notion” that the path never reached the shore is supported by a very important legal 
document – the Definitive Map.  The comment regarding a drop at the western end of the 
sea wall has already been dealt with above.  This point is the very substance of the 
application before the Council. 
 
5.3  Noted. 
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